Remove Existing 33kV KPF OH Switch
Place 12kV XFRM to feed existing street lights

Legend
Existing SCE Facilities
New Civil installed by SCE
New Civil installed by Customer with Easement
New Civil installed by Customer

Install (2) 6" duct from 6152E to new 7'x18' Vault intercepting existing (4) 5" & (2) 6" duct bank. This civil portion will be SCE Cost Plus Install. Rule 15 to be used for Civil, cable and new 33kV UG Switch.

Install cable in existing duct from New Vault to V6551

Extend (2) 6" duct from existing V6551 along parking structure to rear property line. (1) pulling structure may be req'd. This portion requires an easement. Customer to install Civil and SCE to pull cable under Rule 15.

Rule 16 Portion. Customer to extend (2) 6" duct from property line to location where New 33kV Transformer and Protection will be located. New 12kV Primary switchgear to be located adjacent.

Relocate XFRM to 6151E
New 33kV Pothead & Riser location

Extend (2) 6" duct from exist V6551 along parking structure to rem property line. (1) pulling structure may be req'd.